Caffeine Catastrophe: Energy Drinks, Products Liability and Market Strategy
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Abstract

Despite widespread growth in the U.S. alternative beverage market in recent years, there are rising concerns that the producers of energy drinks, energy shots, and relaxation drinks have failed to adequately disclose potential health risks associated with consuming high levels of caffeine. In contrast to other caffeinated products, current FDA regulations do not require energy drinks to display comprehensive ingredient and warning labels. Consumer concerns have prompted a heightened discourse on the potential adverse health effects of energy drink consumption, a media call for investigation into the advertising practices of energy drink firms, a governmental push for greater regulation by the FDA, and a rise in products liability litigation. In order to reduce costs and better position themselves in the marketplace, U.S. energy drink firms must effectively manage the risks associated with producing and marketing these beverages in an increasingly hostile and inquisitive marketplace. Building on existing research, this article will examine three strategic options these firms can undertake in response to increasing products liability litigation and FDA regulation: product discontinuance, product relocation, and product offering modification. Based on major drawbacks associated with product discontinuance and product relocation, product offering modification offers the greatest potential to build consumer trust, decrease litigation costs, and respond to regulatory concerns.
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1. Introduction

Swift growth and impressive sales have made alternative beverages, such as energy drinks, energy shots, sports drinks, and vitamin-enhanced beverages, an increasingly vital component of the product offerings of major beverage companies in recent years. Despite economic crisis, the 2009 U.S. market for alternative beverages stood at nearly $17 billion, and there are expectations that market growth will continue through 2014 (Gamble, 2010; Global Beverages Industry Profile, 2010; Landi, 2010). Despite this success, there are mounting concerns that these drinks promote reckless behavior and fail to adequately disclose the health risks associated with consuming high levels of caffeine (Iyadurai and Chung, 2007; Worrall, Phillips, and Henderson, 2005). Despite the potential health concerns, U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulations associated with caffeinated products do not apply to the energy drink market. Consequently, the stringent labeling and health warning standards that are applied to other caffeinated products, such as over-the-counter caffeine pills and soft drinks, do not apply to energy drinks (Reissig, Strain, and Griffiths, 2009).

Deaths allegedly attributed to energy drinks have been reported in Australia, Ireland and Sweden (Kapner, 2004), fueling continued debate in the U.S. as to whether death can result from energy drink consumption (Reissig et al., 2009). In light of consumer concerns, advocates are clamoring for investigation into the advertising practices of energy drink firms and pushing for greater FDA regulation. In addition, scholars have also noted a rise in product liability lawsuits targeting energy drink consumption (Reissig et al., 2009; Dishneau and Perrone, 2012). Amidst the public concern, litigation, and legislative investigation surrounding products with perceived quality concerns, firms that best manage product liability and regulatory risks will have better opportunities to reduce costs and gain market share (Siedel and Haapio, 2010). The objective of this article is to examine how a strategic approach to combating products liability litigation through risk minimization can assist U.S. energy drink firms in obtaining a competitive advantage in the marketplace. Although existing literature has previously examined the relationship between products liability litigation and health concerns in the U.S. energy drink market, there has
been little examination of the strategies that can be applied to combat and overcome prevailing consumer concerns. By examining this issue in greater detail, energy drink firms will be better able to reduce costs, develop superior products, and adapt to changing market conditions.

Building on current research, this paper will examine three strategic options U.S. energy drink firms can take in response to increasing products liability litigation and budding FDA regulation: product discontinuance, product relocation, and product offering modification. Based on major drawbacks associated with product discontinuance and product relocation, product offering modification offers the greatest potential to build consumer trust, decrease litigation costs, and respond to regulatory concerns. The following sections will outline how proactive modifications to energy drink product labeling will allow U.S. beverage firms to increase brand loyalty and alleviate the effects of products liability litigation and governmental regulation.

2. Literature Review

2.1 U.S. Products Liability Laws

Products liability law in the United States assigns liability to the manufacturers and sellers of products that cause harm to consumers. A form of strict liability, as preventive measures taken to avoid harm are irrelevant to the defense of a legal action, products liability law consists principally of three key doctrines: manufacturing defect, design defect, and failure to warn (Schotland, 2003). Under the manufacturing defect doctrine, liability for injury results if the particular unit of product that causes the harm is not manufactured consistently with the product’s intended design (Restatement Second of Torts §395; Restatement Third of Torts: Products Liability §2). The design defect doctrine renders companies liable for injury caused by a product if the very design of the product creates an unreasonable risk of injury and results in harm. In assessing a design defect, courts examine whether a reasonable alternative product design would have reduced the risks of harm created by the product, and whether the omission of this alternative design rendered the product unreasonably unsafe (Restatement Second of Torts §398; Restatement Third of Torts: Products Liability §2). Finally, under the failure to warn doctrine, firms can be held liable if they fail to provide reasonable warning about the risks associated with use of their product. A product is defective under this doctrine when the risks of harm posed by its use can be avoided through reasonable warning labels. In other words, it is the omission of proper warning labels in these circumstances that renders the product unreasonably unsafe and triggers liability (Restatement Second of Torts §388. While this paper will focus on the failure to warn doctrine as it relates to the energy drink market, Owen (2005) provides a more detailed discussion on the three key doctrines of products liability law.

The goal of products liability law is to deliver incentives for firms to produce and market safer products (Biskupic, 2008), and as past lawsuits against tobacco companies, gun companies, and pharmaceutical companies have illustrated, the costs associated with product liability violations can reach billions of dollars (Henigan, 1999; Siedel and Haapio, 2010). However, certain scholars, industry professionals, and members of the business press have characterized product liability laws as haphazard, ineffective, and costly, arguing that such laws fail to deter defects, hinder innovation, and drive smaller companies out of business (Presser, 2002; Frank, 2007). As an alternative, these critics argue that market forces deliver appropriate incentives for companies to improve product safety, given that negative public information about product risks can instigate a sharp decline in consumer demand (Govindaraj, Jaggi and Lin, 2004; Andrews, 2006; Polinsky and Shavell, 2010). Nevertheless, sellers and manufacturers of goods with perceived quality concerns are cautioned to recognize how product liability law continues to drive mass tort litigation, and that a significant quantity of modern lawsuits allege injury and death at the hands of unsafe products (Hensler, 2007).

This constantly evolving area of law raises a variety of concerns for organizations that seek to achieve continued growth through the promotion of products with unknown or insufficiently tested safety ramifications. In the next section, I will provide a brief background on the energy drink market and introduce how concerns surrounding their potentially adverse health effects have given rise to increased examination, investigation, and litigation.

2.2 Energy Drinks and the Beverage Market

The widespread growth and consumption of high caffeine energy drinks has increased markedly in recent years. Global beverage giants like Coca-Cola and PepsiCo are increasingly relying on alternative beverages to sustain sales volumes in U.S. markets where increasing numbers of health-conscious consumers are reducing their consumption of carbonated soft drinks (Thompson, Peteraf, Gamble, and Strickland, 2012). In addition, alternative beverages are being progressively utilized to broaden product offerings in developing markets (Johnson, 2006). For the purposes of this paper, the term “energy drink” encompasses beverages that claim to enhance mental or physical energy, both in the traditional and new “shot” formats. Use of the term is not intended to include energy drinks that contain alcohol, naturally caffeinated beverages, or soft drinks.
Despite ongoing economic crisis, political tension, and military conflict, the 2009 total worldwide beverage market exceeded $1.581 billion, with beverage sales in the U.S. reaching nearly 29 billion gallons (Gamble, 2010; Global Beverages Industry Profile, 2010). The 2009 global market for alternative beverages topped $40 billion, with $17 billion in sales occurring in the U.S market alone. Experts approximate that global sales levels will reach $1,775.3 billion by 2014 (Gamble, 2010; Global Beverages Industry Profile, 2010; Landi, 2010). In large measure, these impressive sales volumes are due to clever marketing campaigns. Energy drinks are often advertised in conjunction with claims outlining a variety of performance enhancing benefits, such as those evident in Red Bull’s promotions that boast improved endurance, concentration, reaction speed, and metabolism (Red Bull website, 2012). However, challengers have questioned the validity of these claims for years (Reissig et al., 2009), and there is substantial debate over whether caffeine, a key ingredient in energy drinks, can legitimately have positive overall performance enhancing effects (Heatherley, Hayward, Seers, and Rogers, 2003; Haskell, Kennedy, Wesnes, and Scholey, 2005; Childs and de Wit, 2006). Moreover, energy drink producers have drawn considerable fire amidst allegations that their advertising campaigns idolize psychoactive behaviors to such a degree as to superficially glorify drug use (Miller, 2008; Reissig et al., 2009).

As a result of pursuing such marketing strategies, there are increasing concerns that energy drink ingredients, most notably caffeine, present a health risk for consumers (Koleva, 2010). For example, documented adverse consequences of caffeine use include nervousness, anxiety, restlessness, insomnia, stroke, seizure, tachycardia, psychomotor agitation, and even death in rare cases (American Psychiatric Association, 1994; Kerrigan and Lindsey, 2005; Worrall et al., 2005; Iyadurai and Chung, 2007). Deaths allegedly attributed to energy drink consumption have been reported inside the U.S. and abroad, in countries like Sweden, Australia, and Ireland (Kapner, 2004), sparking further debate surrounding the connection between energy drink consumption and death (Reissig et al., 2009). Consequently, products liability lawsuits are increasingly being filed in U.S. courts against companies that produce and sell energy drinks (Mundy, 2010; Meier, 2012). Moreover, the increased media attention surrounding this issue even led a Kentucky man accused of murder to briefly claim insanity due to sleep deprivation, deprivation that the Defendant claimed was brought on by excessive caffeine use (Weiss, 2010).

Multiple plaintiffs in products liability cases, as well as consumer groups and medical professionals, assert that the risks associated with energy drink ingestion are exponentially compounded by the lack of adequate warning labels and ingredient information. Although medical experts have been calling for warning labels on energy drinks for years (Johns Hopkins Medicine, 2008), current FDA regulations do not require energy drinks to disclose caffeine levels. Given that energy drinks can be marketed as dietary supplements, they are subject to specific regulatory categories with distinct labeling and ingredient requirements (Kapner, 2004; Reissig et al., 2009; Koleva, 2010; Goldberg 2012; Meier, 2012). While FDA officials assert there is not yet sufficient evidence that would allow them to take action on energy drink caffeine levels, consumers continue to push for greater regulation of these products on the open market (Meier, 2012). In addition, New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman recently announced a state investigation into the safety and nutritional value of caffeine-intensive energy drinks. Moreover, senators Richard Durbin and Richard Blumenthal, respectively of Illinois and Connecticut, have demanded that the FDA institute extensive regulation of energy drink labels and ingredients (Dishneau and Perrone, 2012).

Given the increased scrutiny placed upon energy drinks in the wake of recent litigation, critical news publications, and demands for government investigation, the likelihood of heavy FDA regulation or outright ban in the near future is a rapidly increasing possibility. Such a decision by the FDA could prove disastrous for market share and firm profits. For example, the FDA decision in years past to ban certain alcoholic energy drinks from the US market, following a series of consumer deaths and hospitalizations (Fiore, 2010; Mundy, 2010), dealt a crippling blow to that segment of the alternative beverage market. Consequently, examination and modification of energy drink market business strategies is necessary for firms to adapt to an increasingly contentious business marketplace. The next section will examine several strategic approaches such organizations may utilize to proactively and preemptively address products liability litigation and potential FDA regulatory changes.

3. Business Strategies and Solutions

Today’s global market operates within a complex legal environment where the lines separating lawful from unlawful conduct are distorted and vague (Stohl, Stohl, and Popova, 2009). However, out of the uncertainty comes the opportunity for organizations to use strategic legal thinking to achieve competitive advantage in the marketplace (Siedel, 2002; Bagley, 2008; Bird, 2008; DiMatteo, 2010). As noted by Siedel and Haapio (2010), firms that best minimize product liability risks will stand in better position to reduce costs, develop superior
products, and adapt to changing environmental conditions. In order for organizations to achieve this objective, Siedel and Haapio (2010) further identified several approaches to products liability cost management: the strategic approach, the organizational approach, and the operations approach. Building on their research, the remainder of this article will focus on applying a strategic approach to combating products liability litigation and FDA regulation in the energy drink market, reserving examination of the organizational and operational approaches for future scholarship.

Organizational competitive strategy deals with management’s tactics for effectively strengthening market position in fluctuating market conditions (Thompson et al., 2012). The strategic approach centers on the fundamental business question of whether, and in what capacity, a company should continue to create and sell products that subject it to liability (Siedel and Haapio, 2010). While organizations in this position are faced with numerous options, this article will focus on the three key alternatives: product discontinuance, product relocation, and product offering modification. As discussed in greater detail below, based on the significant drawbacks associated with product discontinuance and product relocation, energy drink beverage firms that undertake product offering modification have the greatest strategic potential to build consumer trust, decrease litigation costs, and respond to regulatory concerns.

3.1 Product Discontinuance

Given the potential rise in litigation expenses, compensatory damage awards, and public disapproval resulting from a product safety crisis, a logical starting point for strategic analysis involves an assessment of whether the manufacture of such products should continue (Putsis and Bayus, 2001). Although injuries caused by product defects can severely damage consumer confidence, notable recalls involving products from Coca-Cola and Mercedes Benz have demonstrated that consumer opinions on firm responsibility play a fundamental role in effective crisis management (Tucker and Melewar, 2005). Customers that believe suitable elimination processes were implemented are more likely to perceive a company as dependable and cooperative (Mishra, Heide, and Cort, 1998). Strategic, operational, and financial considerations render product elimination a rational option for organizations faced with rising costs across all industries (Argouslidis and Baltas, 2007). If an organization’s current market opportunities contain attractive growth potential, maintaining existing product lineups is strategically advisable. A product line is suitable for divestiture if it has questionable long-term potential, is weakly positioned within the industry, or lacks strategic fit with overall company goals (Thompson et al., 2012).

While momentum is building behind consumer and legislative calls for action to address safety concerns associated with energy drink ingredients and labeling, considerable debated remains concerning the connection between caffeine consumption and adverse health effects (Haskell et al., 2005; Childs and de Wit, 2006; Reissig et al., 2009). As beverage producers habitually seek to increase profits through expanded product offerings (Thompson et al., 2012), and given the impressive sales figures energy drinks have yielded in recent years (Landi, 2010), indications of a decision to drop energy drink product offerings altogether are noticeably absent from contemporary media and public relations discussions. Hence, there is currently little catalyst for such a drastic strategic change. However, if existing litigation and investigative trends continue, the impending increase in litigation costs, FDA oversight and regulation will force beverage producers to reevaluate the decision of whether to carry energy drinks in their product lines.

3.2 Product Relocation

In light of drawbacks associated with product discontinuance, exasperated firms have traditionally opted to relocate product sales to new geographic markets. Historically, litigation and regulation have been far more onerous in the U.S. than other parts of the world. Organizations that wished to avoid the associated challenges marketed products with perceived safety concerns in countries lacking restrictive product liability laws (Schotland, 2003). However, as Siedel and Haapio (2010) note, the traditional tactic of relocating sales and operations to exploit legal deficiencies has become increasingly difficult with the global expansion of products liability laws. There is increasing recognition that products liability protection has become a global phenomenon (Reimann, 2003), as these laws are necessary for holding organizations accountable and assisting in the compensation of injured parties (Henderson and Twerski, 1999; Owen, 2005; Fairgrieve and Howells, 2007). For example, the European Union (EU) Product Liability Directive works as part of broader system of product safety laws, workplace safety laws, and consumer protection laws (Siedel and Haapio, 2010) that employs proactive regulation, rather than reactive litigation, to promote product safety (Howells, 2000). Additionally, EU laws also provide extensive remedies for injuries caused by defective products, even prohibiting the shipment of EU banned products to other countries (Reissig et al., 2009).
The global migration of products liability law has profoundly affected the level of protections surrounding consumer safety, leading to the mixed governmental reception of energy drinks in varied international markets. Several EU states have enacted measures to regulate the labeling, distribution, and sale of energy drinks that contain significant quantities of caffeine, with some European countries, such as France, Sweden, and Denmark, electing to remove particular caffeinated energy drinks from the market altogether (Reissig et al., 2009; Goldberg 2012). EU requirements dictate that energy drinks containing an excess of 150 mg/L of caffeine must maintain warning labels that indicate the caffeine quantity alongside the phrase “high caffeine content” (European Union, 2002). Moreover, existing research indicates that these health conscious, caffeine cautious trends are reaching markets in the developing world, in tandem with the efforts of energy drink producers to secure greater global market share (Hoflander, 2011). Consequently, beverage producers that attempt to avoid U.S. products liability laws and burdensome FDA regulations by marketing energy drinks overseas face equally exacting regulatory challenges, and will be held accountable for injuries caused by their products under the globally expanding network of consumer safety laws (Siedel and Happio, 2010).

3.3 Product Offering Modification

Based on the above considerations, beverage firms that wish to continue selling energy drinks can no longer rely on market relocation to avoid liability. Proactive changes are necessary. The key to effective strategy is considering, understanding, and reacting to feedback provided by the market, as consumer complaints, warranty assertions, and even lawsuits provide key information about prevailing consumer opinions (Siedel and Happio, 2010). Existing scholarly literature, litigation statistics, news outlets, and social media discussions have illuminated the mistrust felt by the public towards a perceived lack of transparency surrounding the potential long term health effects of energy drink consumption. Based on such market feedback, energy drink firms must revamp product labels to adequately disclose caffeine levels, risks, warning signs, and consumption restrictions. This modification will proactively address key arguments raised in products liability litigation, as well as stimulate honest marketing practices that allow for better adaptation to changing market regulatory conditions.

Several noteworthy benefits support this approach. First, product information is readily available in the electronic age, irrespective of the level of information provided by energy drink firms themselves (Ausness, 2011). Information outlining product quality and product safety can be obtained from a variety of sources, including news media, consumer publications, social media websites, and independent blogs. Unsurprisingly, beverage producers have expressed apprehensions about placing new information in product labels and advertisements, fearing a potential decrease in sales. However, studies have shown that while product demand may slightly weaken in reaction to negative product information (Govindaraj et. al 2004; Andrews, 2006), the extent of the associated fallback depends on consumer perceptions of candor, transparency, and problem severity (Dean, 2004; Tucker and Melewar, 2005; Standop, 2006; Grunwald, 2008; Polinsky and Shavell, 2010). Therefore, companies that take greater strides to provide consumers with comprehensive product information will stand in a better position to build consumer trust, leading to increased market share and profits.

Second, the increased candor and transparency provided by including caffeine levels, usage risks, warning signs, and consumption restrictions in modified product labels will assist in building brand recognition and establishing consumer trust. Although new flavor combinations, product line extensions, and distribution capabilities are essential to increase beverage profits, branding provides crucial opportunities for producers to distinguish themselves in saturated markets (Thompson et al., 2012). In addition to proactively addressing potential future FDA regulations, new branding efforts will assist energy drink companies in appealing to consumers outside the customary young adult demographic. In fact, examples of this desired expansion are reflected in the recent decision by Living Essentials, the maker of 5 Hour Energy shots, to add pink lemonade to its flavor lineup. Advertisements accompanying this flavor introduction also reveal that a portion of sale proceeds will be donated to the Avon Foundation for Women Breast Cancer Crusade (5 Hour Energy website, 2012). Undertaking activities that enhance social legitimacy can support the development of competitive advantage through heightened brand recognition and reduced regulatory costs (Porter and Kramer 2006), as past research has demonstrated a positive long term relationship between corporate social performance and economic performance (Schnietz and Epstein, 2005; George and Sims, 2007; Wahba, 2008). Therefore, voluntary product label modifications can assist in building consumer trust, while concurrently reducing litigation and the public outcry for governmental investigation and supervision.

Third, revised labels will afford energy drink producers faced with products liability claims additional legal protections under the assumption of risk doctrine. Recognized as a defense to products liability claims, assumption of risk refers to circumstances where a product user voluntarily and unreasonably uses a product in disregard of known dangerous conditions surrounding that product (Amendola, Kennel, Levin, and Nagy, 2012).
In making the legal determination whether assumption of risk should apply in a particular case, courts examine the product user's knowledge, understanding, and appreciation of the dangers connected to the product (Amendola et al., 2012). However, certain jurisdictions do not recognize assumption of risk as a legitimate defense to products liability claims, absent extraordinary circumstances (Amendola et al., 2012). Notwithstanding this selective recognition, in jurisdictions where the doctrine is recognized, modified warning labels containing additional information related to product ingredients, caffeine content, and usage risks will put consumers on notice of the potential adverse effects of product consumption. In turn, this notice will allow affected firms to utilize assumption of risk as a defense to products liability claims raised in litigation.

4. Conclusion

Swift growth and impressive sales have made energy drinks an increasingly vital component of the product offerings of major beverage companies in recent years. However, mounting concerns over the perceived adverse health effects associated with energy drink consumption have led to products liability litigation and calls for strict FDA regulation. Today’s global market operates within a complex legal environment, and energy drink firms that best minimize product liability risks will stand in better position to reduce costs, develop superior products, and adapt to changing environmental conditions.

This article examined three strategic options for responding to increased products liability litigation and FDA regulation: product discontinuance, product relocation, and product offering modification. Based on major drawbacks associated with product discontinuance and product relocation, product offering modification offers the greatest potential to build consumer trust, decrease litigation costs, and respond to regulatory concerns. Specifically, research findings indicate that by revamping product labels to adequately disclose caffeine levels, risks, warning signs, and consumption restrictions, energy drink producers will proactively combat key arguments raised in products liability litigation and stimulate better adaptation to changing market regulatory conditions.

As with any scholarly inquiry, there are limitations that should be acknowledged. First, the scope of this study was confined to U.S. based energy drink firms and products liability laws. Given this restraint, it is appropriate to exercise caution when generalizing these results. Another limitation is that only three strategic options for responding to increasing products liability litigation and potential FDA regulation were examined: product discontinuance, product relocation, and product offering modification. The author recognizes that a variety of strategic options are available to U.S. energy drink producers wishing to combat products liability litigation through risk minimization, and that the conclusions reached in this article were drawn from these surveyed alternatives. In spite of these limitations, the conclusions that can be drawn from this article are still significant to researchers and organizations.

Scholars in a variety of disciplines have posed questions about the complex relationship between governmental regulation, products liability, and market strategy. Previous research provides some insight into potential strategic response measures to increased litigation and legal regulation. This paper builds on previous research by analyzing strategic options for adapting to the business environment wrought by consumer concerns regarding the safety of energy drink consumption. Conclusions in this paper may be used by scholars in management and law to further explore the relationship between law, products liability, and market strategy.
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